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the only way to do that is you need to edit the files yourself, so you will need to do that from the trainer file, because all that is done from the main file is the user interface, not the important stuff. wwe universe modemany people complain about the fact that wwe 2k17 does not provide a universe mode. well the trainer will make your life easier and
make you fight on the main roster! when a created superstar wins the wwe championship, and gets to be a wwe champion, you will be required to fight in the universe mode. if you win, you will be rewarded with a wwe title for that superstar. if you loose, you will still be rewarded with a wwe championship, but you will loose the wwe title for that
superstar. its all up to you. new superstar & tag team creationdo you know how to create a superstar? now you can with the trainer! just pick the superstar you want to make, pick a gimmick and pick a name! then the trainer will do the rest of the work for you! if you want to create a tag team, just pick a superstar and a tag team partner, and the

trainer will do the rest for you. your tag team will need to choose a team name, and pick what they want to call themselves. be careful though, because your tag team will need to fight in the universe mode, and theres no tag team in the universe mode. match creatordo you know how to create a superstar? now you can with the trainer! just pick the
superstar you want to make, pick a gimmick and pick a name! then the trainer will do the rest of the work for you! theres also the chance to be noticed by heyman and itll be down to you to follow his lead by accepting challenges, or using the fine-tuned model to set the rng seeds used by the trainer. note that if you interrupt training, the model will

automatically be fixed by rerunning the interrupted training.
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the city university of new york's center for policing and community safety will build upon trainer technology to develop the next generation of law enforcement training simulations. researchers will examine how trainer can best support high-quality training that includes social feedback and that fosters creativity and decision-making skills. the
research will use the trainer technology platform to develop and evaluate simulations that promote not only the best police work, but also officer wellness. the university of marylands national simulation center will expand the scope of trainer to include new scenarios to better prepare police officers for community conversations, calls for service,

domestic violence, crime prevention, and traffic stops. the university of maryland's lab for applied social science research will use trainer to accelerate and expand its work on understanding disparities in policing outcomes by focusing on what virtual scenarios can teach us about bias in policing. research will measure physiological inputs and track
the relationship between police officers emotions, attitudes, identities, and officers behavior during interactions with the public with the goal of creating more equitable encounters with law enforcement. the university of cincinnati's center for policing research and policy will test the viability of the trainer technology across various officer

demographics (e.g., race, sex, age, experience, assignment, etc.) and police agencies, and measure the impact on improving officers confidence and self-reported use of de-escalation tactics and skills in the field. data will inform improvements to trainer, and assess what existing training programs would best pair with the technology. 5ec8ef588b
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